Safe Kids is committed to keeping you informed about recalls of products that can put kids at risk. The Safe Kids’ recall center is a unique place where parents and caregivers can go to stay up to date on recalls of all child-related products. This report includes a car seat recall in addition to multiple types of children’s apparel posing burn, choking, and laceration hazards.

Receive this report from a friend or colleague? Sign up [here](#) to get our monthly recall reports.

Three recalls of food products more likely to be on a kids’ menu can be found on the right-hand-side. Here are links for all food/drug recall information announced by the [Food and Drug Administration](#) and the [USDA Food Safety and Inspection Service](#).

### TOP RECALLS

**April 20, 2022 NHTSA:** Columbus Trading-Partners USA, Inc. (CTP) recalled several models of its CYBEX Sirona M Convertible Child Car Seat because a child may pick pieces of foam from the headrest pad, posing a choking hazard.

**April 14, 2022 CPSC:** Rae Wellness recalled its prenatal and immunity capsules because the packaging is not child-resistant, posing a risk of poisoning if the contents are swallowed by young children. About: 191,200.

**May 5, 2022 CPSC:** Linum Home Textiles recalled its Children’s Robes because they fail to meet flammability standards for children’s sleepwear, posing a risk of burn injuries to children. Units: About 44,600.

**May 5, 2022 CPSC:** Winter Water Factory recalled its Infant French Terry...
Jumpsuits, Rompers, Snap Suits, Baby Dresses and Bibs because the snaps on the garments can detach and expose small sharp prongs, posing choking and laceration hazards to young children. Units: About 46,000 (an additional ~169 in Canada).

April 14, 2022 CPSC; MerchSource recalled its FAO Schwarz Branded Toy Wood Play Smart Robot Buddy(s) and Wood Sensory Boards because small parts from the products can come loose, posing a choking hazard to young children. Units: About 46,200.

RECALLS

May 19, 2022 CPSC; Moderne Glass Company recalled its Coffee Cups because they can crack or break when hot water is poured in, posing a burn hazard. Units: About 2,500.

May 19, 2022 CPSC; DGL Group recalled its Hover-1 Superfly Hoverboards because a software malfunction can cause continued momentum when the rider is not actively controlling the hoverboard, posing fall and injury hazards. Units: About 93,000.

May 12, 2022 CPSC; Yamaha recalled its Wolverine RMAX Off-Road Side-by-Side Vehicles because they can leak fuel from a damaged fuel tank, posing fire and explosion hazards. Units: About 4,130.

May 5, 2022 CPSC; Linum Home Textiles recalled its Children’s Robes because they fail to meet flammability standards for children’s sleepwear, posing a risk of burn injuries to children. Units: About 44,600.


May 5, 2022 CPSC; Winter Water Factory recalled its Infant French Terry Jumpsuits, Rompers, Snap Suits, Baby Dresses and Bibs because the snaps on the garments can detach and expose small sharp prongs, posing choking and laceration hazards to young children. Units: About 46,000 (an additional ~169 in Canada).

May 5, 2022 CPSC; BIBS Baby Bottles recalled its bottles because hot liquids can cause the bumper to shrink, making the bottle tilt over and spilling out the contents, posing a burn hazard. Units: About 300.

May 5, 2022 CPSC; WizWheelz recalled its GreenSpeed Magnum Recumbent Trikes with quick release front axles because they were improperly assembled during manufacturing and the axles can come loose, causing the rider to lose control and posing crash and injury hazards. Units: About 340.

May 5, 2022 CPSC; Santa Cruz Bicycles recalled its Heckler 9 Electric Bicycles because the latch mechanism that holds the battery in place can malfunction,
causing the battery to dislodge and fall to the ground, posing a fall hazard to the rider. Additionally, the latch spring can cause additional wear on the battery housing, posing a fire hazard. Units: About 1,600.

April 28, 2022 CPSC; Polaris recalled its RZR Recreational Off-Road Vehicles because an incorrectly routed battery cable can contact the prop shaft during use, resulting in an electrical short and posing a fire hazard. Units: About 1,160 (an additional 11 in Canada).

April 28, 2022 CPSC; Bed Bath & Beyond recalled its H for Happy Woven Bunny Baskets because the bunny basket’s eyes can detach, posing a choking hazard to young children. Units: About 960.

April 28, 2022 CPSC; Best Nutritionals recalled its Best Naturals Organic Wintergreen Essential Oil because the product contains methyl salicylate but does not have child-resistant packaging, posing a risk of poisoning if the contents are swallowed by young children. Units: About 2,800.

April 28, 2022 CPSC; Amazon recalled its School Classroom Stack Chairs because the weld on the chair’s frame can fail, posing a fall hazard. Units: 22,400.

April 21, 2022 CPSC; Best Buy recalled its Insignia Air Fryers and Air Fryer Ovens because they can overheat, posing fire and burn hazards. Units: About 635,000 (an additional 137,000 in Canada).

April 21, 2022 CPSC; Monti Kids recalled its Wooden Push Toys because their rolling cylinder can separate, exposing the balls inside and posing a choking hazard to children. Units: About 1,375.

April 21, 2022 CPSC; Elite Comfort Solutions recalled its Nectar Premier Mattresses because they fail to meet the mandatory federal flammability standard for mattresses, posing a fire hazard. Units: About 700.

April 21, 2022 CPSC; The Red League recalled its children’s pajamas because they fail to meet federal flammability standards for children’s sleepwear, posing a risk of burn injuries to children. Units: About 910.

April 21, 2022 CPSC; MWA recalled its LUXE+WILLOW Heated Blankets because they can overheat if left plugged in and powered on for an extended period of time, posing fire and burn hazards. Units: About 4,200.

April 20, 2022 NHTSA; Columbus Trading-Partners USA, Inc. (CTP) recalled several models of its CYBEX Sirona M Convertible Child Car Seat because a child may pick pieces of foam from the headrest pad, posing a choking hazard.

April 20, 2022 FDA; Babyganics recalled its Chamomile Verbena Bubble Bath because during testing they detected the presence of the bacterium Pluralibacter gergoviae, posing a risk of infection to those who are immunocompromised or have broken or irritated skin, such as diaper rash.
April 14, 2022 CPSC; MerchSource recalled its FAO Schwarz Branded Toy Wood Play Smart Robot Buddy(s) and Wood Sensory Boards because small parts from the products can come loose, posing a choking hazard to young children. Units: About 46,200.

April 14, 2022 CPSC; GE Appliances recalled its Free-Standing French Door Refrigerators in Stainless Steel because the freezer handle can detach, posing a fall hazard to consumers. Units: About 155,000 (an additional 2,300 in Canada).

April 14, 2022 CPSC; Rae Wellness recalled its Prenatal and Immunity Capsules because their packaging is not child-resistant, posing a risk of poisoning if the contents are swallowed by young children. About: 191,200.

April 14, 2022 CPSC; Dollar Tree recalled its Crafter’s Square Glue Guns because they can malfunction when plugged in, posing fire and burn hazards. Units: About 1,025,000 (an additional 21,900 in Canada).

This service collects recalls from the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, Consumer Product Safety Commission, Food and Drug Administration and Food Safety and Inspection Service. Parents Central at NHTSA's safercar.gov is a go-to resource on car seats.

A few more reminders:

- Register all new car seats and booster seats. [link]
- Be careful about using hand-me-downs or buying children’s products at a secondhand shop or yard sale.
- It violates federal law to sell recalled products. If you know of an unsafe product, you can report it to the CPSC. [link]

Learn more and follow us on Twitter: @SKWAdvocate.

Federal Agencies

CPSC - Consumer Product Safety Commission
FDA – Food and Drug Administration
NHTSA – National Highway Traffic Safety Administration

More Tools You Can Use

Sign up to receive electronic recall notices for all consumer products from the CPSC.

Sign up to receive notices on recalled car seats.

Use the Safe Kids' Ultimate Car Seat Guide

Look up occupant protection laws in all 50 states and D.C.
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